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                               Ricco Patent Advisory Capability 

 

Patent Search.  From £250  -  An overview of the patent landscape dependent upon 

complexity. 

This would provide a breakdown of all the patents within this field, so that we could 

determine if there is anything similar already been patented.  Deliverable is a set of pdf files 

of patent applications and a Word/Excel report listing all the patents, abstracts and claims.   

Highly relevant patents are highlighted and their claims put in a side by side excel 

spreadsheet table for comparisons. 

 

Invention Analysis.  From £300  - An overview of the specific new invention and what is 

novel and inventive about it dependent upon complexity. 

We will analyse the patent search output and the invention disclosure provided by the client 

and undertake an analysis of the difference between the invention and the nearest prior art 

patents.  We would highlight the "inventive step" and "novelty" in order to assess the core 

essence of the patent application which will result from the new invention. 

 

Item by item patent disclosure specification From £350  - A detailed analysis capturing every 

feature of the new invention dependent upon complexity. 

We will evaluate and itemise each individual novel and inventive feature of the new 

invention, as well as possible variations in order to fully capture all aspects of the invention 

which will be claimed in the claims section of the patent.  This list will be agreed with the 

client and will be the basis for the subsequent patent draft. 
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Patent Drafting - From £1100 - Drafting of the patent abstract, description and claims based 

on the item by item disclosure above dependent upon complexity 

This will include basic hand drawings as accepted by the UK IPO (patent office) until more 

professional drawings are required at the 12 month stage when moving over to the PCT (next 

stage to move the patent to a worldwide application and move towards patent being granted). 

Once agreed with the client we will then file the application at the UK IPO, after which time 

a proof of receipt will enable the client to have a "patent pending" number and to be legally 

allowed to describe their products as "patent pending". At that point the client can freely and 

openly discuss the invention and mention the patent application on applications for MAS 

proof of concept funding grants etc. 

 

At 12 months there will be official fees to pay (up to £2500 for a full PCT application) to the 

European Patent Office. These fees are less if just a UK patent is required. 

 

In order to receive reduced corporation tax under the UK patent box taxation scheme (from 

April 2013) it is only necessary to have a UK patent.  The tax saving (a reduction in 

corporation tax from 23% to 10%) only starts once the patent is granted in UK but once 

granted it can be backdated SIX years and so any profits resulting from technology covered 

by the patent application will result in a reduction of corporation tax from April 2013 and this 

is an area where we can also offer specialist advice, both on a fee basis and also on a 

commission for future tax savings. 

The process for Ricco to file an application usually takes about 2-3 weeks if we go 

sequentially through all the steps listed.  If it is required to rush through an application 

because of an imminent public disclosure then we can do it in about 3-4 days but this is 

dependent upon client responding immediately to any requests for information that we may 

have. 

Once the application is filed nothing happens for 12 months.  (You can optionally pay £120 

for an IPO search report if you wish to get them to review all the latest applications and see 

how yours fits in compared to these).  At the 12 month stage you need to amend any basic 

hand drawings with professional patent drawings which depending upon the number and 

detail of drawings is typically £250. 

At the 12 month stage you have three choices. 

If you just want to go with a UK patent you can just transfer to a UK application. 

If you know which specific countries you want to apply for a patent in such as USA, UK, 

Germany etc you can just immediately file in these countries - however this is expensive 

because you need to then instruct patent attorney in each country you wish to file and if a non 

English speaking country you have translation costs.   
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Hence most clients however want to keep their options open to patent worldwide and so they 

typically pay an official fee of £2500 to enter what is known as the PCT stage.  This then 

delays by a further 18 months (until month 33 from initial filing) the decision (and costs) 

about which countries you have to apply for. Also during this time (around month 18) you get 

a very detailed search report followed by a Written Opinion of the International Search 

Authority (WO-ISA) which gives a good indication as to whether your application will be 

successful and what amendments you will need to make. 

Typically when we draft a patent we will try and make the claims as broad as possible to 

claim maximum protection for the invention and the patent authorities will then try and 

narrow down the scope of the claims.  Hence there is usually around month 30 an amendment 

to the claims where they are narrowed on the basis of the WO-ISA - the reason it is done this 

way then is so it can be done once by a UK patent attorney and then it is this amended 

version that is sent to all the foreign country applications so they only then have to deal with 

minor amendment's and translations in different countries, rather than each patent attorney 

undertaking broadly similar amendments. 

It typically takes 3-5 years from filing for a patent to be granted and the patent lasts for 20 

years from the date of filing.  If you have evidence that someone is infringing your patent 

(assuming it were granted) then you are able to accelerate the application more quickly in the 

territory that the potential infringement takes place, 

Although you cannot stop a competitor from copying your product until your patent 

application is granted you are able to backdate claims for damages. So that if a competitor 

copies your product say from month 18 and your patent is finally granted in month 50 - then 

from month 50 you can take out an injunction to stop them selling their product which 

infringes your patent and at the same time you can sue for damages + interest on the basis of 

sales that they made in period from which they became aware of your patent pending (i.e. in 

this case month 18 to month 50). 

Similarly you cannot get any UK corporation tax saving from 23% to 10% until the patent is 

granted but the tax saving can be backdated six years so that from the point of filing anytime 

after April 2013 any profits arising from technology covered by the patent will lead to a 

reduced corporation tax rate.  This only requires a UK granted patent, regardless of where the 

product is sold in the world - i.e. most of your sales could be in USA but if you have only a 

granted UK patent you will receive the substantial tax saving benefit. 

We can undertake the patent process through to month 30, resulting in a substantial cost 

saving of using a Chartered Patent Attorney who typically charges £200 to £225/hour.  Also a 

chartered patent attorney will be the "address for service" and so they will receive all the 

official communication from the IPO and charge you just for receiving and forwarding this 

on.  With Ricco we will apply for a patent for you but name you as the address for service 

and so all official communication from the IPO and then EPo will go to you thus saving a 

considerable amount in "office action " process fees. 

At month 30 we will hand you over to one of two patent attorney firms with whom we have 

close links.  They will then instruct foreign associates in those countries of the world where 

you wish to patent. 
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Once you have filed and then paid the PCT official fee at month 12 then your application will 

be published at month 18 and at that point becomes publicly viewable.  Until month 18 your 

application is secret and will only be see by IPO officials.  For this reason when we do a 

search we cannot be certain about what has been invented and filed as a patent application in 

the last 18 months since patent applications only get published at 18 months. 

If you wish to withdraw your application and for your application not to be published we 

need to give notice at month 17. 

Once you have applied for you patent you will be given a patent pending number.  You can 

use this patent pending to contact any potential competitors warning them about your patent 

and informing them that you will be seeking damages if they copy your invention.  This is 

usually sufficient to warn off rivals or for them to enter into a licensing agreement with you.  

However it is important that you take advice from a solicitor (not patent attorney) before 

issuing any such "threat" to a competitor.  Issuing a "warning letter" can constitute a "legal 

threat" and so you are advised to take independent qualified legal advice before undertaking 

any such action. 

Once you have a "patent pending number" you should mark all goods sold with this number - 

this will help in any subsequent damages claim and tax recovery. 

If at 12 months you decide not to proceed with either a UK filing or the PCT stage then your 

pending application will cease to exist.  It will not be published and will not be able to ever 

be recovered with the same original filing date (you could of course resubmit a new 

application).  Once an application ceases in this way it is illegal to continue to make product 

with the "patent pending" details although you are allowed to sell any stock which has the 

patent pending label which was manufactured before the application expired. 

 

 

 


